
Anna Scanlon’s Bio: 
 
I am the faculty director for the writing center here at IWU. During my undergrad at the 
University of Akron in Akron, OH, I studied English. I also received my masters in English 
literature from UA in 2012. I then went to Marquette University in Milwaukee, WI to study for 
my PhD in Transatlantic Literature and the Medical Humanities. I graduated in 2019 and am now 
here, excited to be a part of IWU. I teach a Gateway course here, Dissecting Diseased 
Demographics, and work at the writing center, too. 
 
My writing experiences go back as far as I can remember and have contributed to my tutoring 
style, which I would describe as patient, measured, and deliberate. I ask a lot of questions and 
genuinely want to learn about the content of each students' paper, rather than simply looking for 
sentence-level concerns. I therefore look at tutoring as a learning opportunity on both sides. 
Because of my background, my tutoring philosophy focuses primarily on feedback: both what 
the student provides about his or her writing experience and what I, in turn, can provide to them, 
him, or her about their, his, or her product. No matter what stage the student is at in the writing 
process, I firmly believe she, they, or he has something to offer about her, their, or his writing 
and goals she, they, or he wants to achieve. By discussing these goals at the beginning of each 
appointment, and by listening instead of telling, I believe the tutoring experience can be one that 
is mutually educational. 
 
Helping peers as well as students in other majors continues to teach me ways of encountering 
both writers and their processes for creating work. Tutoring is a wonderful experience and one I 
feel that I truly "lucked" into. There is nothing quite so satisfying as seeing a student who was 
struggling with their, his, or her writing achieve success on paper after paper by implementing 
what you have discussed in tutoring sessions. Being a part of helping others reach their potential 
is a wonderful gift that tutoring gives to not only the writer but also to the tutor. 
 
I am familiar with APA and MLA citation styles. I can also assist with learning about Chicago, 
ASA, and others as students need. 


